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Extraordinary Old Dogs
How would you like to experience your life? It’s an intriguing
question, and yet we’ve been conditioned to believe our life visions
and goals are often unattainable—until now. With The Possibility
Principle, psychotherapist Mel Schwartz offers a revolutionary
approach to living the life we choose. Though science has vastly
expanded our knowledge, it has also led us to adopt a worldview
where we see ourselves as insignificant specks living in a
mechanical universe. Now, insights from quantum physics reveal
that our universe is, in fact, a vibrantly intelligent reality and that
each of us plays a vital role in shaping it. In this groundbreaking
book, Schwartz shows us how to integrate this new quantum
worldview into our everyday lives, allowing us to transcend our
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limitations and open to infinite possibilities. The Possibility
Principle reveals how we can apply the three core tenets of quantum
physics—inseparability, uncertainty, and potentiality—to live the life
we choose, free from the wounds of our past and the constraints of
our old beliefs. You can learn to: Develop a mastery of your
thinking as you free yourself from the replication of old thought
patterns Utilize the concept of wave collapse to realize that you are
not imprisoned by your genes, brain chemistry, or past traumas
Overcome anxiety and depression through a shift of mind Thrive in
resilient relationships and develop powerful communication skills
that foster empowerment and intimate connection Embrace
uncertainty to ride the waves of personal change

Be You Tiful Love, Sofia
A fake relationship could help Princesa Sofia save her kingdom.
Only problem: she’ll have to fake it with the man who broke her
heart. Ten years ago, wild child Princesa Sofia Maria Isabel de
Esperanza y Santos fell in fast crazy love with heartbreaker Aish
Salinger during one California harvest season. Now, all grown up
and with the future of her kingdom on her shoulders, she hates him
as passionately as she once loved him. Even if her body hasn’t
gotten the hate memo. Faking a relationship with the now-famous
rock star for the press and public will ensure the success of her new
winery and the prosperity of her kingdom. All she has to do is grit
her teeth and bear his tattooed presence in her village and
winery—her home—for a month. Trying to recover from his own
scandal, fallen superstar Aish Salinger jumps at the chance to be
near Sofia again. Leaving her was the biggest mistake he’s ever
made, and he’s waited ten years to win her back. He never counted
on finding a woman who despised him so much she didn’t want to
be anywhere near him. A war of wills breaks out as the princess and
rock star battle to control their fake relationship. She wants to
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dictate every action to keep him away from her. He wants to be as
close as he can be. She’s already lost so much because of Aish—he
won’t be the reason her people lose even more. But he also won’t
make her break her life’s most important vow: to never fall in love
again. Read Filthy Rich book one, Lush Money, available now from
Carina Press!

Lost Chances
In this sweeping epic of the northernmost American frontier, James
A. Michener guides us through Alaska’s fierce terrain and history,
from the long-forgotten past to the bustling present. As his
characters struggle for survival, Michener weaves together the
exciting high points of Alaska’s story: its brutal origins; the
American acquisition; the gold rush; the tremendous growth and
exploitation of the salmon industry; the arduous construction of the
Alcan Highway, undertaken to defend the territory during World
War II. A spellbinding portrait of a human community fighting to
establish its place in the world, Alaska traces a bold and majestic
saga of the enduring spirit of a land and its people. BONUS: This
edition includes an excerpt from James A. Michener's Hawaii.
Praise for Alaska “Few will escape the allure of the land and people
[Michener] describes. . . . Alaska takes the reader on a journey
through one of the bleakest, richest, most foreboding, and highly
inviting territories in our Republic, if not the world. . . . The
characters that Michener creates are bigger than life.”—Los Angeles
Times Book Review “Always the master of exhaustive historical
research, Michener tracks the settling of Alaska [in] vividly detailed
scenes and well-developed characters.”—Boston Herald “Michener
is still, sentence for sentence, writing’s fastest attention
grabber.”—The New York Times

Speed of Life
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Wave the magic wand to become part of the story! This book
features "magic" spots on each page that trigger sounds, character
voice, and melodies. An enchanting 6 story spread interactive
experience. The electronic wand reads conductive ink on page to
make the magic happen. 3 AG-13 button cell batteries are included

How to Be Alone
This book is based on the true story of how Haole the Surf Dog
helped Sofia Sanchez, a little girl with Down syndrome, learn to
surf! Yes. . ..it is true. This is dog who can truly surf by himself on
the board, and showed a little girl how to not give up and keep
going for her dream to be a Surfer GirlFor everyone who believes in
dreams! And for everyone, who has ever loved a dog!Sofia Sanchez
has Down syndrome. On a very special day of Surf Camp, she goes
out in the waves to learn how to surf. But the mighty ocean is hard
to conquer. Sofia sits on the beach and wonders if she will ever be
able to do it. As she sits there, she watches a very special Surf Dog,
riding the waves into the beach on his surfboard. Haole the Surf
Dog meets Sofia on the beach. Sofia decides to give it one more try.
Sofia goes out on the surfboard with Haole. Haole gives her
confidence and together, they ride the wave!

Breathing Under Water
"Poof! Then magic happened, from light inside my heart. They
loved me and I learned, I am capable, kind and smart!" How do we
inspire our children to know all the ways they can shine in this
world, simply by being who they are? BE YOU TIFUL LOVE,
SOFIA is the true story of Sofia Sanchez, a little girl with Down
syndrome. Talking to you heart to heart, Sofia takes you on her
personal journey of dreaming big and never giving up. Gorgeous
full color pictures illustrate her path from Eastern European Orphan
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to All American Girl. Sofia shows us every emotion, from sadness
to happiness, loneliness to belonging, feeling fear to being brave.
Most of all, she proves that being yourself is the best magic power
of all. The perfect book for birthdays, celebrations and any day for
inspiration. Because YOU are beautiful! Love, Sofia

Buying Buddha, Selling Rumi
In 2010, David Hayward underwent a traumatic transition in his
life. He began drawing images of a young woman in all kinds of
situations. He recognized early on that these drawings weren't just
random pictures, but were the articulation of his interior life's
journey through spiritual, emotional, intellectual and social
transition. He realized that Sophia was him!This is the story of
Sophia who starts by finding herself feeling trapped in so many
ways. But she won't stay there. This is also the story of her journey
into her own independence and freedom. There are 59 drawings,
with 59 meditations, that chronicle her journey. Journey with her as
she comes face to face with many dangers, but especially with
herself.Join with many others who have fallen in love with Sophia
and also recognize her story as theirs.

Alaska
At the age of twelve, Sophie Caco is sent from her impoverished
village of Croix-des-Rosets to New York, to be reunited with a
mother she barely remembers. There she discovers secrets that no
child should ever know, and a legacy of shame that can be healed
only when she returns to Haiti--to the women who first reared her.
What ensues is a passionate journey through a landscape charged
with the supernatural and scarred by political violence, in a novel
that bears witness to the traditions, suffering, and wisdom of an
entire people.
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The Sophia Code
Home is where the heart is Seven years after leaving town and the
only girl he loved, Cooper still couldn't forget about Sophia. He had
two loves. Music and the woman of his dreams. Coming back home
proved that would always be true. But things have changed. Now he
has to gain her trust again if he wants to make her all his. The
question is, did he lose his chance the first time? Some things are
hard to forget Sophia tried to stop loving Cooper and failed
miserably. Despite the way he'd abandoned her seven years earlier,
she can't seem to stay away, even though trusting him doesn't prove
easy. One careless night could change it all and the secret she
carries may ruin any chance of them being together. They say life is
all about taking chances. But when opportunities are lost and love
comes knocking the second time around, lives are changed forever.

The Color Purple
Seducing the Single Mom Widowed mom Sofia Bingham needs a
job—fast! Her babies won't feed themselves. Working for real estate
tycoon Eric Jenner is the perfect solution. But her childhood buddy
is all grown up now…and tempting as hell. Surely one unforgettable
night of passion wouldn't hurt? After that, they can go back to being
all business! But Eric doesn't agree that they should put their redhot romance on ice. He can't deny his connection to Sofia's adorable
twins—or his consuming desire for their mother. What will it take to
convince her that he's playing for keeps?

Kika starts surfing!
"I dare you to stop reading until the end."—RACHEL VAN
DYKEN, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author for One More
Moment Love is a sanctuary Christian Montgomery is burnt out—the
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family business might be his entire world, but his father's judgment
means Christian never stops working. His only respite is gazing at
the beach and the carefree surfers riding the wavesespecially the
curvy redhead who's caught his attention. Sophie Bennington has
just fled from her small Kansas town to California, where she's
trying her best to embrace her new beginning. Soon Christian and
Sophie find one another, and it feels like sanctuary. But when their
difficult pasts catch up to them, will they run away from each other?
Montgomery Brothers Series: Wait for Me (Book 1) Trust in Me
(Book 2) Stay With Me (Book 3) More of Me (Book 4) Return to
You (Book 5) Meant for You (Book 6) I'll Be There (Book 7) Until
There Was Us (Book 8) Suddenly Mine (Book 9) Praise for
Samantha Chase: "Chase's three-dimensional characters leap off the
page"—Publishers Weekly for Until There Was Us "A sweet
romance: classic, thoughtful, and as lyrical as the stars."—Kirkus
Reviews for A Sky Full of Stars "Chase just gets better and
better."—Booklist

A Bad Day for Sorry
Since its debut on YouTube, Tanya Davis’s beautiful and
perceptive poem "How to Be Alone," visually realized by artist and
filmmaker Andrea Dorfman, has become an international sensation.
In this edition of How to Be Alone, they have adapted the poem and
its compelling illustrations for the page in a beautiful, meditative
volume—a keepsake to treasure and to share. From a solitary walk in
the woods to sitting unaccompanied on a city park bench to eating a
meal and even dancing alone, How to Be Alone, reveals the
possibilities and joys waiting to be discovered when we engage in
activities on our own. As she soothes the disquietude that
accompanies the fear of aloneness, and celebrates the power of
solitude to change how we see ourselves and the world, Tanya
reveals how, removed from the noise and distractions of other lives,
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we can find acceptance and grace within. For those who have never
been by themselves or those who embrace being on their own, How
to Be Alone encourages us to recognize and embrace the
possibilities of being alone—and reminds us of a universe of joy,
peace, and discovery waiting to unfold.

Queen of Fashion
Perfect for fans of Raina Telgemeier, Awkward, and All's Faire in
Middle School, this graphic novel follows a neighborhood of kids
who transform ordinary cardboard into fantastical homemade
costumes as they explore conflicts with friends, family, and their
own identity. "A breath of fresh air, this tender and dynamic
collection is a must-have." --Kirkus, Starred Welcome to a
neighborhood of kids who transform ordinary boxes into colorful
costumes, and their ordinary block into cardboard kingdom. This is
the summer when sixteen kids encounter knights and rogues, robots
and monsters--and their own inner demons--on one last quest before
school starts again. In the Cardboard Kingdom, you can be anything
you want to be--imagine that! The Cardboard Kingdom was created,
organized, and drawn by Chad Sell with writing from ten other
authors: Jay Fuller, David DeMeo, Katie Schenkel, Kris Moore,
Molly Muldoon, Vid Alliger, Manuel Betancourt, Michael Cole,
Cloud Jacobs, and Barbara Perez Marquez. The Cardboard
Kingdom affirms the power of imagination and play during the
most important years of adolescent identity-searching and
emotional growth. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY KIRKUS REVIEWS * THE NEW YORK PUBLIC
LIBRARY * SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL * A TEXAS
BLUEBONNET 2019-20 MASTER LIST SELECTION "There's
room for everyone inside The Cardboard Kingdom, where
friendship and imagination reign supreme." --Ingrid Law, New
York Times bestselling author of Savvy "A timely and colorful
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graphic novel debut that, like its many offbeat but on-point
characters, marches to the beat of its own cardboard drum." --Tim
Federle, award-winning author of Better Nate Than Ever

Sofia the First: A Magical Match
ANTI HERO: The Ultimate Fight for Love

Sophie's World
Motives
In this dazzling new vision of the ever-fascinating queen, a dynamic
young historian reveals how Marie Antoinette's bold attempts to
reshape royal fashion changed the future of France Marie
Antoinette has always stood as an icon of supreme style, but
surprisingly none of her biographers have paid sustained attention
to her clothes. In Queen of Fashion, Caroline Weber shows how
Marie Antoinette developed her reputation for fashionable excess,
and explains through lively, illuminating new research the political
controversies that her clothing provoked. Weber surveys Marie
Antoinette's "Revolution in Dress," covering each phase of the
queen's tumultuous life, beginning with the young girl, struggling to
survive Versailles's rigid traditions of royal glamour (twelve-footwide hoopskirts, whalebone corsets that crushed her organs). As
queen, Marie Antoinette used stunning, often extreme costumes to
project an image of power and wage war against her enemies.
Gradually, however, she began to lose her hold on the French when
she started to adopt "unqueenly" outfits (the provocative chemise)
that, surprisingly, would be adopted by the revolutionaries who
executed her. Weber's queen is sublime, human, and surprising: a
sometimes courageous monarch unwilling to allow others to
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determine her destiny. The paradox of her tragic story, according to
Weber, is that fashion—the vehicle she used to secure her
triumphs—was also the means of her undoing. Weber's book is not
only a stylish and original addition to Marie Antoinette scholarship,
but also a moving, revelatory reinterpretation of one of history's
most controversial figures.

Title Wave
An evocative and emotionally powerful debut novel of life, death
and learning to breathe in between. Sophie is an emerging
Australian writer who is already receiving critical acclaim and has
been named one of Triple j's '25 Under 25 who are nailing it!'. If
you love stories by John Green, Rainbow Rowell or Melina
Marchetta you will love this story. Nineteen minutes and eleven
seconds separated us at birth. On the official documentation, he is
older . . . Although it really has nothing to do with age. What it
really means is that I am, and have always been, second. Ben and
Grace Walker are twins. Growing up in a sleepy coastal town it was
inevitable they'd surf. Always close, they hung out more than most
brothers and sisters, surfing together for hours as the sun melted
into the sea. At seventeen, Ben is a rising surf star, the golden son
and the boy all the girls fall in love with. Beside him, Grace feels
like she is a mere reflection of his light. In their last year of school,
the world beckons, full of possibility. For Grace, finishing exams
and kissing Harley Matthews is just the beginning. Then, one day,
the unthinkable. The sun sets at noon and suddenly everything that
was safe and predictable is lost. And everything unravels. Breathing
Under Water is a lyrical and emotionally powerful novel about life,
death and learning to breathe in between.

The Liberation of Sophia
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The Pulitzer Prize-winning novel that tells the story of two sisters
through their correspondence. With a new Preface by the author.

Sophia, Princess Among Beasts
Winner of the Anthony Award for Best First Novel! Stella Hardesty
dispatched her abusive husband with a wrench shortly before her
fiftieth birthday. A few years later, she's so busy delivering homestyle justice on her days off, helping other women deal with their
own abusive husbands and boyfriends, that she barely has time to
run her sewing shop in her rural Missouri hometown. Some men
need more convincing than others, but it's usually nothing a little
light bondage or old-fashioned whuppin' can't fix. Since Stella
works outside of the law, she's free to do whatever it takes to get the
job done---as long as she keeps her distance from the handsome
devil of a local sheriff, Goat Jones. When young mother Chrissy
Shaw asks Stella for help with her no-good husband, Roy Dean, it
looks like an easy case. Until Roy Dean disappears with Chrissy's
two-year-old son, Tucker. Stella quickly learns that Roy Dean was
involved with some very scary men, as she tries to sort out who's
hiding information and who's merely trying to kill her. It's going to
take a hell of a fight to get the little boy back home to his mama, but
if anyone can do it, it's Stella Hardesty. A Bad Day for Sorry won
an Anthony Award for Best First Novel and an RT Book Award for
Best First Mystery. It was also shortlisted for Edgar, Barry,
Crimespree, and Macavity Awards, and it was named to lists of the
year's best mystery debuts by the Chicago Sun-Times and South
Florida Sun-Sentinel.

Hate Crush
Elderly dogs are doing extraordinary things. Puppies are wonderful,
but there is something truly special about an old dog. It’s the grey
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muzzle and salt-and-pepper eyebrows; the face that says ‘been
there, sniffed that’. More than anything, it’s the lifetime of love,
laughter and licks. Most dog lovers wish their four-legged friends
could live forever, and yet senior canines are surrendered to shelters
and rescue groups in heartbreakingly high numbers. But every day,
all over the world, elderly dogs are doing incredible things. Dogs
like Maya, a rescue dog who pioneered the technique used to save
koalas after the Black Summer bushfires. Or Haole, who continued
working as a surf therapy dog while battling cancer, and eighteenyear-old Holly, who survived for days lost in the outback. There’s
Chilli, who found television fame as a senior, and Chaser, the
‘talking’ dog who even in old age could identify over 1000
different objects. From saving lives and breaking records to leading
online movements and surviving against the odds, stately seniors
are wringing every ounce of joy and adventure from their lives. In
Extraordinary Old Dogs, meet the geriatric tail-waggers proving
there’s plenty of life in the old dog yet.

Madame Bovary
When American pilot, Anthony Wyatt, naively aids a fierce
Colombian rebel group, he falls for the beautiful Sofia. They live a
lifetime of love and courage in three fateful days. A band of rebels
hidden in the mountains must capture a small village from a ruthless
army colonel. To survive, Wyatt must choose, save the captivating
Sofia or betray his charismatic guerrilla leader. ANDEAN REBEL
speaks with the final and unforgettable power for the truth-the truth
of war and life in our time. In this first novel, Gregory Solsrud
plunges his readers into a high-adrenaline adventure. As an
adventurer and pilot himself, Solsrud unveils secrets from his firsthand experience. PRAISE FOR ANDEAN REBEL Grabs you by
the throat! Random House author Liah Kraft Kristaine Powerful and
Gripping! GA State Senator V. Seay Thrilling. Beautiful romance.
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K. Osberg Exuberant First Novel! C. Bernal Intriguing read! J.
Castro Five Stars! G. Cooper FAST AND FURIOUS MEETS FOR
WHOM THE BELL TOLLS ATIMES NEWS REVIEW A
MASTER OF PAGE-TURNING ACTION DR. IAN
MACTAGGART

Andean Rebel
"When the surf's up, she pops out her hearing aid, hops on her board
and paddles out to the lineup. Joss is stoked to enter a surfing video
contest with her friend Sofia and Murph, the surfing bulldog. If she
can master a killer aerial like the frontside air and get her brother
Dylan to catch it on video, maybe she'd even have a shot at
winning. But Dylan throws her a curve: he dares her to try out for
the cheer team. No way--Joss can't see herself as a cheerleader She's
100% surfer girl, and Dylan knows it! Still, if she takes him up on
his dare, then maybe he'll help her with the video. It's worth a try,
right?"--Back cover.

Siren's Wave
Breath, Eyes, Memory
USA Today Bestseller "It is a truth universally acknowledged that
the young lady everyone assumes is mousy has uncharted depths
particularly when there's a scientific sister, an aphrodisiac, and the
stepbrother of a duke around. Creative, unique, and racy --this story
is not unlike the very elixir around which it is based."--Jodi Picoult,
New York Times bestselling author of Small Great Things and A
Spark of Light Continuing her bestselling Rogue Files series,
Sophie Jordan brews up a scintillating romance about a timid
wallflower who discovers a love potion and ends up falling for a
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dashing rogue. A love potion… Charlotte Langley has always been
the prudent middle sister, so her family is not surprised when she
makes the safe choice and agrees to wed her childhood sweetheart.
But when she finds herself under the weather and drinks a
“healing” tonic, the potion provokes the most maddening desire…for
someone other than her betrothed. With the power… Kingston’s
rakehell ways are going to destroy him and he’s vowed to change.
His stepbrother’s remote estate is just the place for a reformed
rogue to hide. The last thing he wants is to be surrounded by
society, but when he gets stuck alone with a wallflower who is
already betrothed and she astonishes him with a fiery kiss, he
forgets all about hiding. To alter two destinies. Although Charlotte
appears meek, Kingston soon discovers there’s a vixen inside,
yearning to break free. Unable to forget their illicit moment of
passion, Kingston vows to relive the encounter, but Charlotte has
sworn it will never happen again—no matter how earth-shattering it
was. But will a devilish rogue tempt her to risk everything for a
chance at true love?

The Possibility Principle
From award winning author Carol Weston comes an uplifting,
heartfelt tale of bravery and strength in the face of loss and grief,
perfect for tweens, teens and adults alike. "I will eagerly place it on
my daughter's bookshelf, so that she, like Sofia, can find her own
resilience and voice in our painful, joyful, speeding world."—New
York Times Sofia lost her mother eight months ago, and her friends
were 100% there for her. Now it's a new year and they're ready for
Sofia to move on. But being a motherless daughter is hard to get
used to, especially when you're only fourteen. Problem is, Sofia
can't bounce back, can't recharge like a cellphone. She decides to
write Dear Kate, an advice columnist for Fifteen Magazine, and is
surprised to receive a fast reply. Soon the two are exchanging
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emails, and Sofia opens up and spills all, including a few worries
that are totally embarrassing. Turns out even advice columnists
don't have all the answers, and one day Sofia learns a secret that
flips her world upside down. 2018 Best Fiction for Young Adults American Library Association A 2018 Best Children's Book of the
Year - Bank Street College of Education 2017 Best Fiction for
Older Readers - Chicago Public Library 2019 2020 Young Hoosier
Book Award Longlist Four STARRED Reviews Read the first page
from Speed of Life: WARNING: This is kind of a sad story. At
least at first. So if you don't like sad stories, maybe you shouldn't
read this. I mean, I'd understand if you put it down and watched cat
videos instead. I like cat videos too. Then again, this book is already
in your hands. It starts and ends on January 1, and I was thinking of
calling it The Year My Whole Life Changed. Or Life, Death, and
Kisses. Or maybe even The Year I Grew Up. For me, being
fourteen was hard. Really hard. Childhood was a piece of cake.
Being a kid in New York City and spending summers in Spain, that
was all pretty perfect, looking back. But being fourteen was like
climbing a mountain in the rain. In flip-flops. I hoped I'd wind up in
a different place, but I kept tripping and slipping and falling and
wishing it weren't way too late to turn around. This book does have
funny parts. And I learned two giant facts: Number one: everything
can change in an instant—for worse, sure, but also for better.
Number two: sometimes, if you just keep climbing, you get an
amazing view. You see what's behind you and what's ahead of you
and—the big surprise—what's inside you.

Twins for the Billionaire
Dark forests, rogue waves, and dragonfly dreams. With music and a
wild surf, sizzling-hot New York rocker, Bran, can cope with
anything. Except maybe Ava. The feisty girl, who works for his
Melbourne record company, is a total pain in the butt. There's no
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way she could be the key to overcoming the traumatic past he keeps
well-hidden. Or is there?

The Cardboard Kingdom
This is my life story from first memory to current day. As a teen my
years were troubled from 13-18 and I struggled to stay afloat with
society. My life was turned upside down when I got into some legal
trouble then drugs and alcohol become my priority. Read how my
life was changed and how I got to who I am today.

The Virgin and the Rogue
From jewellery to meditation pillows to tourist retreats, religious
traditions – especially those of the East – are being commodified as
never before. Imitated and rebranded as ‘New Age’ or ‘spiritual’,
they are marketed to secular Westerners as an answer to suffering in
the modern world, the ‘mystical’ and ‘exotic’ East promising a
path to enlightenment and inner peace. In Buying Buddha, Selling
Rumi, Sophia Rose Arjana examines the appropriation and sale of
Buddhism, Hinduism and Islam in the West today, the role of
mysticism and Orientalism in the religious marketplace, and how
the commodification of religion impacts people’s lives.

Ride the Wave Love Sofia and Haole the Surf Dog
Loving a total stranger can be very hard work sometimes. How do
you love someone who exists entirely in the shadows? How do you
love a man who describes himself as dead? How do you get that
ghost to love you back? Ex-SAS soldier Ben Rider falls in love with
his enigmatic married boss Sir Nikolas Mikkelsen, but Nikolas is
living a lie. A lie so profound that when the shadows are lifted, Ben
realises he's in love with a very dangerous stranger. Ben has to
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choose between Nikolas and safety, but sometimes danger comes in
a very seductive package.

Disney Sofia the First: Princess Sofia
A powerful nineteenth-century French classic depicting the moral
degeneration of a weak-willed woman

The Glass Sentence
A beautiful and inclusive picture book all about celebrating being
yourself from Down syndrome advocate and viral sensation Sofia
Sanchez! It can be hard to be differentwhether because of how you
look, where you live, or what you can or can't do. But wouldn't it be
boring if we were all the same? Being different is great! Being
different is what makes you YOU. This inclusive and empowering
picture book from Sofia Sanchezan 11-year-old model and actress
with Down syndromereminds readers how important it is to
embrace your differences, be confident, and be proud of who you
are. Imagine all of the wonderful things you can do if you don't let
anyone stop you! You are enough just how you are. Sofia is unique,
but her message is universal: We all belong. So each spread will
feature beautiful, full-color illustrations of a full cast of kid
characters with all kinds of backgrounds, experiences, and abilities.
This book will also include back matter with a brief bio of Sofia and
her journey so far, as well as additional information about Down
syndrome and how we can all be more accepting, more inclusive,
and more kind.

Suddenly Mine
In a small North Carolina town, a mysterious and beautiful woman
running from her past slowly falls for a kind-hearted store owner . .
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. until dark secrets begin to threaten her new life. When a
mysterious young woman named Katie appears in the small North
Carolina town of Southport, her sudden arrival raises questions
about her past. Beautiful yet self-effacing, Katie seems determined
to avoid forming personal ties until a series of events draws her into
two reluctant relationships: one with Alex, a widowed store owner
with a kind heart and two young children; and another with her
plainspoken single neighbor, Jo. Despite her reservations, Katie
slowly begins to let down her guard, putting down roots in the closeknit community and becoming increasingly attached to Alex and his
family. But even as Katie begins to fall in love, she struggles with
the dark secret that still haunts and terrifies her . . . a past that set
her on a fearful, shattering journey across the country, to the
sheltered oasis of Southport. With Jo's empathetic and stubborn
support, Katie eventually realizes that she must choose between a
life of transient safety and one of riskier rewards . . . and that in the
darkest hour, love is the only true safe haven.

Anti Hero
A princess who has lost her mother and father finds herself in a
terrifying world that urgently needs a queen. Sophia is smart,
beautiful, and accomplished, a beloved princess devoted to the
people and to reading books. The kingdom is hers, until she is
plunged into a nightmarish realm populated by the awful beasts she
read about as a child. The beasts are real. And so is the great army
marching on her castle. The people look to Sophia for protection.
They will all perish unless she can unlock an ancient secret as
profound as life and death itself. Sophia, Princess Among Beasts is
a fabulous adventure, and a stunning mystery. Here again is proof
of why James Patterson is the world's most trusted storyteller.

You Are Enough: A Book About Inclusion
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Read along with Disney! Sofia visits her friend, Lucinda, one
afternoon and is delighted to learn that she also has a pet bunny —a
girl bunny at that. Sofia and Lucinda think their bunnies should be
the best of friends, but sparks do not seem to be flying when Clover
and Hexie meet. Lucinda decides to speed things up with a love
potion, but the results aren't what Sofia expects at all! Join Sofia in
this adorable storybook with word for word narration!

Be the First You
Claudia had won! She had managed to seduce Phillips and steal him
away from Sofia. She had managed to get him to leave his family
and now her Motive was to squeeze out every penny she possibly
could from his pockets. After the pain and the heartbreak that came
with losing the love of her life to Claudia Sofia turned cold She
realized that in this life, you either play or get played; and seeing as
she had already gotten played once, it was her time to play! And
what was worse; she didn't care who she was gonna play, she didn't
care who would get hurt, it didn't matter to her who's heart she was
going to break because nobody showed her any remorse. Phillips
had created a Demon, a demon thirsty for revenge and she wasn't
going to rest till all the people that hurt her got what they deserved,
she was going to play dirty.But will Sofia's heart get softened by
Sylvia's warm embrace or will she just make it a casual fling? Will
she be open-minded enough to unleash the dragon and exploit the
lesbian side of her sexuality? Will Sylvia manage to wipe away
Sofia's bitterness with her tenderness and her love, or will she
distract her from her motives of getting revenge? And most
importantly, Will Sofia get her revenge or will she get played
AGAIN? Dive into and enjoy Linda Rose's debut novel "Motives A Lesbian Romance". Find anger and love, fear and joy in this
thrilling story about a woman discovering her unknown side. A
quick note:Thank you so much for your interest in this book! I don't
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want to spoil anything at this point, but one thing needs to be
clarified:This is not a lesbian-only story with lots of explicit
content. But if you are looking for a plot that illustrates tension,
uncertainty, excitement, and the adventures of a woman in probably
the most turbulent phase of her life, then I invite you to enjoy the
story of Motives.

Love Is a Stranger
"Sometimes a story comes along that just plain makes you want to
hug the world. The Remarkable Journey of Coyote Sunrise is Dan
Gemeinhart’s finest book yet — and that’s saying something. Your
heart needs this joyful miracle of a book." — Katherine Applegate,
acclaimed author of The One and Only Ivan and Wishtree Five
years. That's how long Coyote and her dad, Rodeo, have lived on
the road in an old school bus, criss-crossing the nation. It's also how
long ago Coyote lost her mom and two sisters in a car crash. Coyote
hasn’t been home in all that time, but when she learns that the park
in her old neighborhood is being demolished—the very same park
where she, her mom, and her sisters buried a treasured memory
box—she devises an elaborate plan to get her dad to drive 3,600
miles back to Washington state in four dayswithout him realizing it.
Along the way, they'll pick up a strange crew of misfit travelers.
Lester has a lady love to meet. Salvador and his mom are looking to
start over. Val needs a safe place to be herself. And then there's
Gladys Over the course of thousands of miles, Coyote will learn
that going home can sometimes be the hardest journey of allbut that
with friends by her side, she just might be able to turn her “once
upon a time” into a “happily ever after.”

Lustily Ever After
Tricia and Angelica leave Booktown behind for a pleasure cruise,
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but they're going to need their life jackets because a murderer is also
on board in this mystery in Lorna Barrett's New York Times
bestselling series. While her bookstore, Haven't Got a Clue, is
rebuilt following a devastating fire, Tricia Miles and her sister,
Angelica, decide to book a cruise for some much needed R & R.
Naturally they choose a mystery lovers cruise, where they can
ponder whodunit in deck chairs while sipping colorful drinks and
soaking up some rays. But the fun is cut short when a fellow
passenger is murdered for real. Is the killer a famous mystery
author, one of her fans, or a member of the ship's crew? As Tricia
tries to find the killer before they reach port, she may be cruising for
a bruising INCLUDES RECIPES

Joss
A declaration of your sovereign divinity, The Sophia Code is a
visionary sacred text for the Divine Feminine Christ movement
sweeping the planet now. This book is a living transmission
encoded with direct revelations to activate your important role as a
revolutionary wayshower for humanity's awakening. · The Sophia
Code cosmology presents a universal blueprint for embodying the
return of the Divine Feminine Christ energies · Reveals the
crystalline chromosomes of your divine genome for sovereignty ·
Features the heroic life stories and initiations of beloved Divine
Feminine Ascended Masters in their own words, including: Isis,
Hathor, Green Tara, Mother Mary, Mary Magdalene, Quan Yin, and
White Buffalo Woman · An introductory volume presenting a
modern day mystery school curriculum for mentoring your highest
potential with The Sophia Dragon Tribe · Receive directly
downloaded revelations and initiations from the Ascended Masters
for embodying your Higher Self · Meet Sophia's highest angelic
seraphim: The Sophia Dragons, Creatrix Mothers and spiritual
guides for actualizing your sovereignty · Initiates you into a global
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community of Lightworkers moving as one Golden Dragon of
Sophia Christ consciousness upon the Earth

Safe Haven
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in
her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world come from?"
Before she knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with
a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique
novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete and
entertaining history of philosophy.

The Remarkable Journey of Coyote Sunrise
A New York Times Best Seller An Indiebound Best Seller A Kids'
Next Top Ten Book A Summer/Fall 2014 Indies Introduce New
Voices SelectionA Junior Library Guild Selection One of Publishers
Weekly’s Best Summer Reads “Not since Philip Pullman's The
Golden Compass have I seen such an original and compelling world
built inside a book.”—Megan Whalen Turner, New York Times bestselling author of A Conspiracy of Kings She has only seen the
world through maps. She had no idea they were so dangerous.
Boston, 1891. Sophia Tims comes from a family of explorers and
cartologers who, for generations, have been traveling and mapping
the New World—a world changed by the Great Disruption of 1799,
when all the continents were flung into different time periods. Eight
years ago, her parents left her with her uncle Shadrack, the foremost
cartologer in Boston, and went on an urgent mission. They never
returned. Life with her brilliant, absent-minded, adored uncle has
taught Sophia to take care of herself. Then Shadrack is kidnapped.
And Sophia, who has rarely been outside of Boston, is the only one
who can search for him. Together with Theo, a refugee from the
West, she travels over rough terrain and uncharted ocean,
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encounters pirates and traders, and relies on a combination of
Shadrack’s maps, common sense, and her own slantwise powers of
observation. But even as Sophia and Theo try to save Shadrack’s
life, they are in danger of losing their own. The Glass Sentence
plunges readers into a time and place they will not want to leave,
and introduces them to a heroine and hero they will take to their
hearts. It is a remarkable debut. “I think The Glass Sentence is
absolutely marvelous. It’s the best book I’ve read in a long time.
The world-building is so convincing, the plot so fast-moving and
often surprising, and the ideas behind the novel so completely
original. I love this book.”—Nancy Farmer, National Book Awardwinning author of The House of the Scorpion “I loved it! So
imaginative!”—Nancy Pearl “An exuberantly imagined cascade of
unexplored worlds, inscribed in prose and detail as exquisite as the
maps young Sophia uses to navigate such unpredictable landscapes.
A book like a pirate's treasure hoard for map lovers like
me."—Elizabeth Wein, New York Times best-selling author of Code
Name Verity “Brilliant in concept, breathtaking in scale and stellar
in its worldbuilding; this is a world never before seen in fiction . . .
Wholly original and marvelous beyond compare.”—Kirkus Reviews,
starred review “A thrilling, time-bending debut . . . It’s a cracking
adventure, and Grove bolsters the action with commentary on
xenophobia and government for hire, as well as a fascinating system
of map magic.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review
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